Nine bow shock crossings from late 1994 are examined using data from the IMP 8 spacecraft as input to the Rankine-Hugoniot (RH) conservation equations. In addition, two crossings from the same time period are examined using WIND spacecraft data. A nonlinear chi-square minimization method is used to obtain the best t bow shock (BS) normal and speed for each crossing. The shock normals and speeds are also calculated neglecting temperature, as well as using only the magnetic coplanarity and velocity coplanarity techniques. All of the methods generally give m utually consistent results. The orientations of the shock normals are consistent with the nominal bow shock shape. The shocks were expected to move according to a simple \breathing model in which the bow shock m o v es inward and outward from Earth according to changes in external solar wind conditions. However, the results show outward motion of the bow shock for all but one of all the crossings considered. Moreover, the direction of motion of the BS depends on the exact choice of the shock normal so that a slightly dierent shock normal can give a dierent sense of motion of the BS. We conclude that the RH equations that we use may be missing some terms which w ould provide an accurate description of the balance on both sides of the BS. In particular, the BS acceleration at its anks is not taken into account b y these equations.
Introduction
Previous work [Egidi et al., 1970; Formisano and Mastrantonio, 1975; Zastenker et al., 1988 ; Lepidi et al., 1996] shows that many spacecraft transitions between the unperturbed solar wind (SW) and magnetosheath (MSH) consist of a series of multiple bow shock (BS) crossings. These crossings typically occur within intervals ranging from several minutes to several hours. The speed of the BS is observed to range from several tens to several hundreds of kilometers per second [Formisano et al., 1973; Greenstadt et al., 1975; Volk and Auer, 1974; Zastenker et al., 1988] .
We compare our results with the simple and generally accepted breathing model of the bow shock motion. According to the breathing model, the BS is a continuous surface moving inward and outward from Earth in accordance with changes in SW conditions. We test this model by determining the direction of motion and speed of the BS along its normal using the spacecraft plasma and magnetic eld observations. Trajectory plots for the two spacecraft are shown in Figure 1 . We look at nine crossings observed by IMP 8 o n d a ys 329, 330, and 335 of 1994. The four crossings on days 329 and 330 are on the duskside, while the ve crossings on day 335 are on the dawnside. We use WIND spacecraft data from days 329 and 330 to monitor the external solar wind (SW) conditions and calculate the nominal BS position and normal using the method of Peredo et al. [1995] . We also analyze two crossings observed by WIND on day 335. IMP 8 crossings are on the anks of the BS, while the WIND crossings are closer to its nose.
Method
The data sets used in this study consist of plasma and magnetic eld data from the IMP 8 and WIND Earth-orbiting spacecraft. The plasma data come from similar Faraday Cup experiments on both spacecraft [Bellomo and Mavretic, 1978; Ogilvie et al., 1995] . Both the IMP 8 and WIND plasma parameters are calculated using a nonlinear least squares t to a single convected Maxwellian. This probably results in slightly incorrect parameters in the magnetosheath, where two-population distributions are frequently observed [Rich-ardson, 1987] . However, the single Maxwellian gives a reasonable average for the two populations.
The magnetic eld data were obtained from triaxis uxgate magnetometers on both spacecraft. The telemetry resolution of the magnetic eld data from IMP 8 is 320 ms, and both this resolution and 15-s resolution data are used in this work. The highestresolution magnetic eld data from WIND were averaged to 3-s resolution in order to improve the signalto-noise ratio.
We identify the SW region in the plasma data as time intervals when low density and temperature and high bulk speed are measured. MSH intervals are identied as those with higher density and temperature and lower bulk speed. The east-west (EW) plasma ow angle is near zero in the SW region and much higher in amplitude in the ank MSH region. The transitions between the SW and MSH regions are marked by sudden changes in the observed magnetouid parameter magnitudes as well as distinct changes in ow angle as the plasma is deected around Earth's magnetopause.
The structure of the BS boundary has been studied in great detail [see, for example, Faireld, 1971 , Formisano, 1979 , and Peredo et al., 1995 . The normal to the surface of the BS at the position of a shock crossing (referred to here as the \shock normal") and the shock v elocity component along that normal are calculated using the Rankine-Hugoniot (RH) conservation equations. The RH equations describe conservation of the following quantities across the shock boundary: mass ux, momentum ux (normal and tangential component), normal component o f the magnetic eld, tangential component of the electric eld, and energy ux. Parameters used as input to the RH equations are the proton bulk velocity V (three components), magnetic eld B, (three components), proton number density n and (optionally) thermal speed w, all of which are observed on both sides of the BS. The most probable thermal speed w is a measure of the plasma's temperature; the two are related by the expression 0:0052 w 2 (km/s) = T (eV), where T is the proton temperature. Electrons and alpha particles are also part of the plasma distribution, but IMP 8 does not produce measurements of these two components. However, one can assume an average constant alpha contribution of 4% by n umber density (16% by mass) and, as our results will show, this contribution is not sucient t o c hange the sense of motion of the BS. Additionally, in order to verify that ignoring the electrons does not aect our conclusions, we use the \reduced RH" tting technique which does not depend on any of the temperature components (see below).
A nonlinear chi-square minimization technique to t the RH equations [Szabo, 1994] nds the best t shock normal,n, and speed, V sh . As discussed below, this chi-square is properly weighted by the uncertainties in the parameters listed above. Besideŝ n and V sh , the RH method also determines the angle between the interplanetary magnetic eld (IMF) and the shock normal and the asymptotic values of all the magnetouid parameters on both sides of the BS boundary.
We used two to four points on each side of the BS to represent the SW and MSH conditions. In many cases we did not use points which belong to the kinetic regions at either side of the crossing (a more detailed discussion regarding the choice of points is given in the Data section). In the tting program, for each parameter (n, w, V i B i , where i = 1 ; 2 ; 3 ) w e used uncertainties of 2% of the maximum value of that parameter on the day of the crossing being analyzed. These uncertainties are somewhat arbitrary; reasonable magnetic eld uncertainties range between 0.01 nT for WIND and 0.25 nT for IMP 8 [Lepping et al., 1992] , while plasma uncertainties based on spacecraft and model response intercomparisons are generally less than 1% for speed and potentially on the order of 10% for density, with temperature falling somewhere in between. The actual uncertainties of the given measurements are thus unclear. Therefore we also tested the sensitivity of the RH equations by using many other values for the uncertainties. We concluded that for a very wide range of uncertainties in the parameters, the obtained shock normals and shock speeds depend very weakly on the uncertainties. However, the ts to the plasma parameters depend quite strongly on the uncertainties. Any directions of motion of the BS dierent from those listed in this work require uncertainties so high as to give unreasonable ts to the parameters observed and frequently result in even the sense of change being different from that expected or observed (e.g., having a magnetosheath density less than the solar wind density).
We analyze the crossings both with and without the temperature information (i.e., thermal speed) and refer to the two v ersions as \full RH" (temperature information used) and \reduced RH" (temperature information not used). The reduced RH method is mathematically identical to the method developed by Vinas and Scudder [1986] . In addition to these two versions of the RH method, we use velocity coplanarity and magnetic eld coplanarity techniques to obtain the shock normal. Both coplanarity methods are preaveraged methods; they use only average values of the corresponding parameters in the MHD regions on the two sides of each crossing, rather than several points on each side.
Velocity coplanarity uses only the following equation [Abraham-Shrauner, 1972] :
where V is the plasma velocity and \1" and \2" denote the SW and MSH conditions, respectively. This equation holds only approximately but works well for quasi-perpendicular strong shocks which w e believe we are studying. Magnetic eld coplanarity, on the other hand, uses only the magnetic eld data to determine the shock normal [Lepping and Argentiero, 1971] :
where B 1 and B 2 are the magnetic elds on the two sides of the crossing. Unlike equation (1), equation (2) holds exactly. H o w ever, the weakness of the magnetic eld coplanarity method is that it is very sensitive t o the uctuations of the magnetic elds B 1 and B 2 and to the accidental inclusion of the unstable non-MHD kinetic region (as discussed in the Data section). To get the BS speed when using either one of these two methods, we use the momentumux conservation equation and the calculated shock normal:
(3) where is the plasma density and V sh is the speed along the BS normal (the shock speed).
Velocity coplanarity and magnetic eld coplanarity techniques thus provide us with two fairly independent c hecks on our results; the calculated normals are completely independent, but the shock speeds are not. In particular, we are able to verify whether the shock normals obtained using only plasma data are consistent with those normals obtained using only magnetic eld data.
For the full RH and reduced RH method we use approximately 1-min plasma data (the nest resolution available both on IMP 8 and on WIND) and 15-s magnetic eld data (320 ms is the nest resolution available). Since plasma measurement times do not equal the magnetic eld measurement times, we interpolate the magnetic eld parameters to the plasma data times to obtain a set of input parameters evaluated at the same times. We also tried averaging the magnetic eld data, so that the value of the magnetic eld at any plasma point P is an average of the original magnetic eld points belonging to the time interval corresponding to P. W e concluded that the dierence between the interpolated and averaged data is small and that this dierence has no signicant impact on our results. We c hose to use the interpolated data as input for the RH equations.
The velocity coplanarity method uses the same plasma data as the full and reduced RH methods. For the magnetic eld coplanarity method, however, very ne resolution (320 ms) magnetic eld data are used as follows. We rst smooth each component of 320 ms magnetic eld data using a running boxcar average of 11 points centered on the middle point. Then we plot the smoothed data and pick the average value of the magnetic eld on both sides of the BS by examination. Finally, w e use the average values for input to equation (2). Use of the ne-resolution data enables us to recognize the MHD regions on both sides of the crossing very precisely.
Data
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show, from top to bottom, the speed, number density, east-west plasma ow angle, north-south plasma ow angle, and magnetic eld magnitude (interpolated to the 1-min plasma data times) for the relevant parts of days 329 and 330 and day 335. Four clear crossings (at 1844, 1916, 2357 and 0024 UT) are observed on days 329 and 330. On day 335, the ve crossings we c hose occurred at 1151, 1156, 1204, 1207, and 1227 UT. The times given are approximate times of the crossings; all times are given in universal time (UT). In addition to these events, there are other candidates in the two periods we considered. We decided, however, to analyze only the crossings in which it is easy to distinguish the SW and MSH regions and to correctly choose the points in each. The points chosen for each crossing are shown on the plots by squares.
The interplanetary magnetic eld for the IMP 8 and WIND crossings on day 335 of 1994 have already been examined by Slavin et al. [1996] , who used 3-s a v eraged magnetic eld data. To get better insight into the structure of the crossings studied here, we examined the ne-resolution 320-ms magnetic eld data. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show data for three of the crossings: (from bottom to top) 1151 UT on day 335, 2357 UT on day 329, and 1844 UT on day 329. The black diamonds are the magnetic eld data interpolated to the plasma data times and used for RH ts. A closer look at these plots reveals some interesting phenomena.
The magnetic eld data for the 1151 UT, day 335 crossing show the existence of a region characteristic for the BS crossings. One easily recognizes, from right to left, the kinetic region comprised of the foot, ramp, overshoot, and undershoot, followed by damped oscillations which usually uctuate around some average value. MHD equations do not hold in this unstable region. In order to make sure that we are not using any point which i n tegrates regions on both sides of the BS, we closely examined the choice of points for our crossings using these ne-resolution magnetic eld data.
There is also a question of whether the plasma points we c hose integrate over the kinetic regions at either side of the crossings. For quasi-perpendicular shocks the kinetic region on the upstream (SW) side is typically quite narrow and does not inuence the value of the point which is in that region. On the downstream (MSH) side, the oscillating region is much wider (see, for example, Figure 5 for the 1151, day 335 crossing). However, one has to keep in mind that the value of a parameter at a point P is actually an average of the values of that parameter in P's integrating region which, for example, is equal to 1 min for each point in the case of the plasma data. Therefore, even if we take the rst downstream point P i n the rapidly oscillating region, the rapid damped oscillations in P's integrating region will be averaged out, and thus the inuence of the oscillations will be minimized.
The kinetic region is commonly present i n a n umber of other crossings we examined. Data for the 2357, day 329 crossing, for example, show a similar structure to those for the 1151, day 335 crossing. In the 2357 case, however, up to ve periods in the damped oscillatory region are discernible.
For completeness, we use the magnetic coplanarity method with points from the region closer to the crossing (labeled \close") and also those from the region further from the crossing (labeled \far"). In some cases the distinction between the region governed by the MHD equations and the kinetic region is ambiguous. In such cases we identify the MHD region as that which gives better ts to the observed parameters and a shock normal near the anticipated direction (that is, approximately perpendicular to the nominal shape of the BS). Conversely, c hoosing points in the kinetic region generally gives poor ts to the parameters because the MHD equations are not ap-propriate representations of the physical processes in this region. In some cases we feel that there is no ambiguity as to where the MSH points should be taken, and thus there is no need for \close" or \far" point selection.
Interestingly, data for the 1844, day 329 crossing show the existence of three BS crossings occurring within about 3 min (such e v ents, referred to as multiple crossings, occur in several of the spacecraft crossings we studied). However, 1-min interpolated B eld data do not show these multiple crossings, but only a single apparent crossing. Moreover, it is clear from the plot that the plasma points were chosen from the rst MSH region and the last SW region, with two B S crossings in between them. Thus, in order to identify multiple crossings occurring within short time intervals it is necessary to use the nest-resolution magnetic eld data available. One-minute plasma data, although the nest-resolution plasma data available, do not have enough resolution to reveal all the crossings in a given time interval. Fine-resolution magnetic eld data also help identify the exact times of the crossings, which can then be used to verify which plasma points are on the MSH or SW side of each crossing.
Results
The results for the nine IMP 8 crossings and the two WIND crossings we studied are shown in Tables  1 and 2 , respectively. The \Observed" column indicates the sense of motion of the BS as observed in the plasma and magnetic eld data. Here \s-m" means that the data time sequence showed solar wind plasma followed by magnetosheath plasma, while \m-s" means the opposite. The \Calculated" column indicates the sense of motion of the BS obtained from the t shock normal and speed. Thus, according to the breathing model, inward motion of the BS would be expected for crossings indicated by m-s (the spacecraft goes from the being in the MSH to being in the SW), while s-m would be expected for outward motion of the BS. This identication assumes that the small speed of the spacecraft relative to the shock speed can be neglected.
The most apparent result that can be seen from Tables 1 and 2 is that the BS is moving outward from Earth in almost all the crossings we considered, except for a few which give a n a m biguous result. According to the breathing model of BS motion, however, we expect the BS to be moving inward in six of the crossings (the 329 1844, 330 0024, 335 1151, 335 1204, and 335 1227 IMP 8 crossings and the 335 1208 WIND crossing), and we expect it to be moving outward in only ve crossings (the 329 1916, 329 2357, 335 1156, and 335 1207 IMP 8 crossings and the 335 1159 WIND crossing). Furthermore, in most cases apparent outward motions (denoted by s-m in the tables) were obtained using all four dierent methods.
The only cases where we obtained inward motion of the BS were all using the magnetic eld coplanarity method. The far version for 1227 on day 335 (IMP 8) shows a result very dierent from those of the other methods and even from that using the close data values. The full and reduced RH method for 1208 on day 335 (WIND) produce a BS with speed that is too close to zero for the crossing to be unambiguously classied as either inward or outward. In addition, the magnetic eld coplanarity method for the IMP 8 crossings 1916, day 329 and 0024, day 330 and the close version for the IMP 8 crossing 1156, day 335 gives shock normals in directions that are far from being perpendicular to the nominal surface of the BS. Since we expect to see the shock normals in the directions roughly perpendicular to the surface of the BS, in such cases we put a question mark for the \ob-tained direction" in Tables 1 and 2. One problem with the 1844, day 329 crossing is that the MSH and SW regions from which w e c hose the plasma points are not adjacent but contain two BS crossings in between (as mentioned in the Data section). For completeness, we apply the magnetic eld coplanarity method to the two crossings following the 1844 crossings (we call these two crossings 1845 and 1846). The results show that even though the SW and MSH regions chosen are now adjacent (as in the 1846 case), the obtained motion of the BS is still outward.
As can be seen from Tables 1 and 2 , the dierent methods we used agree quite well. In particular, the shock normals obtained by dierent methods for any particular crossing are generally very similar and are in physically acceptable and expected orientations. The shock normals point in the same direction in most cases and have speeds of approximately the same magnitude for a given crossing. The angle between the calculated shock normal and the magnetic eld vector, the B n angle, is almost always between 70 and 90 implying quasi-perpendicular shocks even on the dawnside, as also reported by Lepidi et al. [1996] .
The agreement b e t w een the full RH and reduced RH methods is very good in all the crossings we considered. However, although the shock normals and speeds in the two methods are in good agreement, the reduced RH ts to input parameters are better than the full RH ts. One possible explanation of this dierence is that the full RH method assumes that the equation of state of the gas is in adiabatic form, p = , where p, , and are the pressure, density, and ratio of specic heats of the gas, respectively. This equation is taken from ideal gasdynamics, but here is allowed to take some unusual values. However, if this equation is not appropriate for plasmas, then the reduced RH method, which d o e s not use the equation of state, is expected to give better results than the full RH. Additionally, because the full RH method uses the temperature information and reduced RH does not, one can infer that the temperature skews the t. This temperature includes only the protons, and thus we conclude that the alpha and electron temperature contributions are potentially fairly signicant, as expected. Figure 8 shows both full RH (dashed line) and reduced RH (dotted line) ts for the 1151 crossing on day 335. It is obvious from the gure that the plasma velocity, the magnetic eld, and the plasma density are t better when the reduced RH method is used; this is true, in general, of the shocks we studied. Note also that the full RH method yields temperature ts which are physically unreasonable. The temperature uncertainty is large and the tting is relatively insensitive t o c hanges in this parameter. Of course, positive (physically meaningful) values of temperature correspond to best t results. Of particular interest is the good agreement b et w een the magnetic eld and velocity coplanarity methods. The agreement b e t w een the shock normals calculated by these two techniques demonstrates consistency between the results obtained using plasma and magnetic eld data independently. BS speeds, however, are calculated using the same equation in both methods, and therefore the similarity of shock speeds in the two methods does not imply further agreement b e t w een the plasma and magnetic eld analyses.
In order to compare the t bow shock normal directions to model expectations, we use the Peredo et al. [1995] empirical Earth BS model. This model uses the solar wind plasma velocity, density, and IMF clock angle to calculate the polynomial surface t for the BS which gives the best agreement with empirical observations matching the input parameters. The only constraint is that north-south symmetry is imposed. To compare the model BS normals to the RH t normals, we located the point on the model surface closest to the actual BS crossing and calculated the local surface normal. The angle between these two vectors was then calculated using the scalar product. A general weakness of this procedure is that if the solar wind data are used from the spacecraft crossing the BS, the necessary solar wind data are available only before the crossing, and while the spacecraft is sampling the magnetosheath we h a v e no information on the possibly changing solar wind conditions. Also, the solar wind measurements so close to the BS are often contaminated by foreshock activity and are not necessarily representative of the true unperturbed solar wind conditions which the model requires as input. Therefore it is prudent to use an upstream monitor to obtain a more reliable measure of the solar wind conditions. In this study, the WIND spacecraft serves as an upstream monitor when IMP 8 is crossing the BS. The only diculty associated with using an upstream monitor is the proper propagation of the observed solar wind conditions to the BS crossing location. Since WIND was not too far upstream from IMP 8 (less than 50 R E at the furthest point), the propagation of the solar wind conditions using the WIND observed plasma bulk velocity is generally reliable and introduces only small uncertainties. Nevertheless, we calculated the model BS normals for the solar wind parameters obtained both by WIND and IMP 8 when they were in the solar wind. These normals are tabulated in Table 3 and show remarkable agreement except for the case on day 329 1916 when the IMP 8 solar wind data were perturbed and the model could not give a p h ysically meaningful normal. This case clearly emphasizes the need for an upstream monitor. Nevertheless, even for this case, the modelpredicted normal is quite close to the RH t normal orientation, showing that our normal determination technique gives reasonable results.
We i n v estigated several possibilities which w ould explain the calculated outward motion of the BS, but none of them seems to solve the riddle of the unexpected direction of motion. Because this analysis technique was tested on synthetic shocks [Szabo, 1994] , we believe that this method is reliable in determining the sense of motion of the BS.
One possibility is that the BS consists of several layers, each of which has plasma with conditions characteristic for either the SW or MSH (a \sandwich" structure). Using this model of structure of the BS, one would hope to explain the repeated outward motion of the BS during the short time intervals with multiple crossings of the spacecraft. Outward movement of the whole BS would imply the outward movement o f e a c h of its layers, and regardless of the transition between regions, the boundaries would all appear as separate bow shocks with outward motion. However, while this model works well on the duskside of Earth, it requires that the 2 km/s spacecraft speed exceeds, on average, the speeds of the various bow shocks in the layer package. The speeds reported in Tables 1 and 2 are an order of magnitude higher than this. Therefore the sandwich model of the BS does not seem to solve our problem.
Because the magnetosheath data used here were analyzed using a single-Maxwellian distribution, one possible way to account for the outward motion is that we are underestimating the plasma density i n the MSH. Although it is counterintuitive to expect that an increase in the MSH density will reduce the rate of outward motion of the BS, our tests show that increasing the MSH density will reverse the motion of the BS. This is primarily due to the large V y component (essentially perpendicular to the BS) measured in the MSH (see discussion below). However, the calculated sense of BS motion only reverses if the density increase is much more than 30% of the measured MSH density. T able 1 contains results with an increased MSH density for the 330 0024 crossing (which originally had a relatively small outward BS speed). It is apparent that in this particular case the BS still moves out even if we double the MSH density. While we allow for the fact that the density measurement may not be more accurate than to within 10% and that we m a y h a v e neglected 16% in mass by neglecting the alpha particle contribution, we d o n o t believe that the systematic error in the density estimation is over 30% of the measured density. Thus density underestimation in the MSH is not the cause of the apparent outward motion of the BS.
However, examining the very simple case where we use magnetic eld coplanarity to determine the shock normal and the conservation of momentum to determine the shock speed, it seems that the direction and sense of motion of the BS is strongly inuenced by the orientation of the shock normal. The normals reported in Table 1 all have dominant y components. In the ank, where IMP 8 enters the magnetosheath, one major dierence between the SW and MSH plasma parameters is the strong azimuthal deection of ow in the MSH. A normal with a large y component results in the SW speed along the normal being smaller than the MSH speed projected along that normal. A large outward shock speed is required for conservation of momentum (equation (3)). Using the same shock normal and reasonable density errors, only reducing the azimuthal component of the MSH velocity would change the calculated sense of motion. However, because the azimuthal angles are calculated using information derived from IMP 8's rotation, the maximum error in the deection is far too small to allow the sense of shock motion to change. Thus only a c hange in the shock normal itself would change the results shown in Table 1 . Such a c hange cannot be attributed to errors in a particular method of normal calculation, however, since the results are so consistent for all the methods.
We are aware that there could be other possibilities that could explain our results. One possibility is that rather than the shock swinging in and out, a ripple may b e m o ving along the surface of the BS. However, this would not change the sense of motion, as the spacecraft still needs to go from being in the magnetosheath to being in the solar wind. Thus the ripple would only change the expected normal directions, and since our normals do not deviate very far from the nominal normals, we do not believe this is the explanation. A second possibility is that the heat ux is not properly taken into account on both sides of the BS. Another possibility is that the BS moves as expected in the WIND crossings but not in the IMP 8 crossings, because WIND crossings are located close to the \nose" of the BS and IMP 8 crossings are at its anks. As the BS moves in and out it acquires significant acceleration at the anks and less acceleration near the nose. Since the acceleration is not taken into account b y the RH jump conditions, it is perhaps not a surprise that the RH equations do not give p h ysically expected results for crossings at the anks of the BS.
Conclusions
In this work we use the complete set of RankineHugoniot jump conditions to calculate the direction of motion and speed of the bow shock. We i n v estigate nine crossings observed by IMP 8 and two crossings observed by the WIND spacecraft during days 329, 330, and 335 of 1994. In addition to the full set of RH equations, we use the RH equations without using the plasma temperature, and we also use the velocity coplanarity and magnetic eld coplanarity methods.
The latter two methods give independent estimates of the shock normal, while the shock speed is then calculated using the mass ux conservation equation.
All of the methods give m utually consistent results and indicate that the BS is moving outward from Earth in most cases. However, the breathing model of BS motion predicts that the BS moves both inward and outward from Earth, depending on the plasma and magnetic eld conditions on both sides of the shock. We consider several possibilities that would explain the outward motion, but none of them seems to present a satisfying answer. The unexpected results are likely to be caused by the fact that the RH equations in the form we use are not a good approximation for the physical processes occurring. In particular, the BS is expected to have signicant acceleration at its anks, where IMP 8 crossings occur, while the RH equations assume no acceleration of the BS. Shown are model bow shock normals obtained using both IMP 8 and WIND parameters as input to the Peredo et al. [1995] empirical Earth bow shock (BS) model. The columns show the spacecraft crossing the BS, the time of crossing, the observed BS location, the nearest point on the model BS to the spacecraft at the actual crossing time, model normals obtained using IMP 8 (n IMP ) and WIND (n W ) solar wind data, and the angle between the model normal obtained using WIND solar wind data and the Rankine-Hugoniot t normal.
a The IMP 8 solar wind parameters observed upstream of the bow shock produced unphysical results which highlight the need for an upstream monitor. lines, and reduced RH ts are represented by dotted lines. The parameters used for the ts are all components of (a) the velocity and (b) the magnetic eld, (c) the density, and (d) the thermal speed (for the full RH case only). Notice that the parameters are t much better in the reduced RH case.
